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The Vintners Collection 
 

Château Bélingard Réserve 2016 
 
Appellation: Monbazillac AOC 

 

Location/Soil: Clay and Limestone on rolling countryside left bank of the Dordogne 

Valley  

Blend: 70 % Semillon, 15 % Sauvignon and 15 % Muscadelle. 

 

Weather conditions: The climate of year 2016 was particularly disturbed. The soft 

and wet winter was followed by an exceptionally rainy and cold spring. In the other 

hand, 9 weeks without a drop of water during the summer allowed uncertainty to 

persist on the capacity of the vineyard to resist the drought.Fortunately some 

welcome rains in September allowed vineyards rooted well to swell and mature 

grapes perfectly. No climatic incident disrupted the life of the plant during the year 

contrary to what was able to take place in many other French wine-producing regions. 

The harvest begun September 20th took place in optimal conditions allowing to pick 

very beautiful grapes.  

 

Wine making / Ageing: Picked by hand, the overmatured and concentrated thanks to 

the Nobel Rot (Botrytis Cinerea) grapes were harvested between October and 

beginning of November; After bladder pressing, must were clarified and fermented 

under temperature control. Once balance between alcohol / sugar obtained wine is 

slightly filtered and matured either in tanks and barrels. 

 

 Tasting: A nose with baked fruits, apricot, honey, quince and the characteristic 

smells of botrytis. Wine is rich on the palate, sweetness is balanced by a very fresh 

acidity which gives the lightness, and the mineral balance to this special dessert wine.  

 

Laying Down: 8 - 10 years. 

 

Food Pairing: Serve at 7/8°C as an aperitif, with the traditional French “foie gras”, 

with poultry, spicy food, blue cheeses( Roquefort…), or light desserts (Red fruits, 

fruit salads, Lemon pies, Apple pies, Tatins, light puddings..). 
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